Comparison between Numerical and Experimental for UVP Measurement in Double Bent Pipe with Out-of-Plane Angle
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Abstract
Twin vortices flow behavior with out-of-plane angle effect in double bent pipe system is studied numerically and experimentally. Double bent pipe system generates very complicated flow behavior including twin vortices in the downstream of the double bent. Moreover, angle from the plane of the double bent forms more complicated flow behavior due to the flow twist by out-of-plane angle. In this study, numerical analysis is examined for this double bent system using three-dimensional CFD code, FLUENT, to reproduce those complicated flow behaviors with twin vortices. Numerical results are compared with experimental results obtained by Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP). Discrepancy between numerical and experimental result is discussed changing out-of-plane angle, $\alpha$. Velocity profiles obtained by numerical results are converted into UVP profiles, and they are compared with the experimental results by UVP. Consequently, velocity behavior especially around the pipe wall obtained by numerical results is agreed with experimental results.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays many engineering plants are utilized in the world. In these plants, materials and energy are supplied to the fabricating machinery, and products are fabricated. To provide materials or remove wastes (including heat), many piping system is utilized because transfer through the piping system is easy to apply since it needs only pipes, and no need to moving machinery for provision. In the case, accurate flowrate measurement is necessary to optimize the efficiency of the plant.

Flowrate in a pipe is usually monitored using flowmeters. There are a lot of conventional flowmeters, *i.e.* pressure-drop type, area-type, electromagnetic-type, Coriolis-type etc. Almost all of conventional flowmeters require long inlet length before the measuring point to make fully-developed flow for accurate flowrate measurement. However, the long inlet length demands a lot of space. It is difficult in every facilities to provide such large space, thus, flowrate measurement in real is mainly executed without long enough inlet length. It is very difficult to measure the accurate flowrate when the inlet length is not enough. Therefore, measurement of accurate flowrate without long inlet length became an important issue and many studies are executed with the short inlet length condition. Mattingly *et al.* [1] studied about velocity profiles near a bent and discussed about the accuracy of flowrate measurement. They applied Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) to obtain the velocity profiles.

In these days, another flow rate measuring method, Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP) method is focused for accurate flowrate measurement of complicated flow. UVP can measure instantaneous velocity profiles in a line continuously using a transducer from outside of the pipe [2] [3]. Flowrate can be calculated by integration of the velocity profiles obtained by UVP. The flowrate calculation using UVP data for symmetrical straight pipe flow was examined by Takeda [4], and it showed only 0.18% error using only one line measurement. Furthermore, multiline measurement of UVP provides more accurate calculation of flowrate by reducing the measurement error. Wada *et al.* [5] studied on the flowrate measurement for asymmetric flow in a straight pipe, changing the number of transducers from one to three, and they concluded the error in the flowrate calculation was only 0.28% when they apply three measurement lines and circumferential interpolation. There is another flow system which they apply three measurement lines and circumferential interpolation. There is another flow system which is used for studies about accurate flowrate measurement. That is called double bent pipe system (see Figure 1).

In the system, flow was bent twice. The first bent changes flow direction, and immediately the second bent changes the flow direction back to its original flow direction. The double bent generates “twin vortices” [5] [6] in the flow, relatively stable vortices. The twin vortices make the flow characteristics more complicated. The complicated flow behavior, which is difficult to observe by conventional flowmeters, was studied experimentally using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [7] [8], and they reported its oscillating flow profiles. However, UVP can observe instantaneous flow velocity profiles. Therefore, Treenuson *et al.* studied this complicated flow profile with short inlet length using UVP [6] [9]. Three velocity profiles obtained by UVP from different circumferential direction were applied for the calculation of flowrate with circumferential interpolation [9], and they concluded that calculation error is only around 3% even at the position of $3D$ ($D$: diameter of the pipe) after the double bent. Accordingly, multiline UVP measurement is confirmed as enough accurate method to measure complicated flows such as generated by double bent pipe system.

Understanding the detail of three-dimensional flow behavior from only experimental results is difficult because experimental observation has limitation of measurement resolution. Thus, two- or one-dimensional observation results are accomplished to understand the three dimensional behavior. In fact, one-dimensional UVP observation is applied for the double bent pipe system with many measurements from different positions/angles. However, they are also only parts of the flow behavior. Therefore, numerical calculations are applied to this double bent pipe system to understand the detail of the flow behavior. Accuracy of the calculations will be confirmed by comparison of the velocity profile data with experimental data obtained with UVP.

In this study, numerical analysis using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code, FLUENT, is examined and detail flow behavior of complicated flow generated by double bent is studied from the numerical data. These numerical analyses execute with fine mesh, and detail three-dimensional velocity profiles are obtained. The numerical results are compared with experimental results obtained by UVP, and the accuracy of the numerical analyses is discussed.

2. Experimental Results

2.1. Theory of UVP Measurement

UVP uses ultrasound which can transmit into materials including fluid material and also pipe wall material. Figure 2 shows a schematic of UVP measurement. An ultrasonic transducer is placed at the vicinity of a pipe toward the pipe center and emits ultrasound into the pipe. Working fluid in the pipe includes dispersed ultrasound reflecting particles. Emitted ultrasound into the pipe transmits through its measurement line, almost straight, and the ultrasound is reflected by the reflecting particles dispersed in the working fluid. Reflected ultrasound involves information of reflector’s motion as Doppler frequency. When the ultrasound reflector moves with the working fluid well, the information of reflector’s motion is almost same as the working fluid motion.
UVP can extract the Doppler frequency, which include the motion information, in the measurement line by repeating ultrasound emission and reception. Profiles of Doppler frequency can be converted into velocity profiles. Furthermore, sound speed of usual fluid is high enough to measure hundreds times in a second, thus, UVP measurement can monitor instantaneous velocity profile in a line. In fact, ultrasound can transmit through usual pipe wall, and the characteristic allows the ultrasonic transducer to locate out of the fluid, on the wall. In many case, UVP can observe velocity profiles in the pipe from outside of a pipe without any installation.

The detail of UVP is also described in [10].

UVP can measure Doppler frequency profiles, that is, the information obtained by UVP is about velocity component along the measurement line, forward and backward speed from the transducer. Usually, velocity profiles are calculated by assuming main flow direction. It is clear that the main flow direction is almost same as pipe direction in the case of pipe flow.

2.2. Experimental Results Obtained by UVP

Experimental measurements have been executed using the double elbow system [7], which generates complicated flow behavior of twin vortices, described above. The schematic figures of the apparatus are shown in Figures 3-4.

A water pump generates circulating flow, and the flow rate is adjusted by a bypass valve (bypass line). The main flow is monitored by an electromagnetic flowmeter. The flow profile is at first uniformed by a flow conditioner, and enough developed horizontal flow comes to around the double bent. Two bents of 90° make complicated flow, and the velocity profiles at the downstream of the double bent were measured after 3D, 4D, 5D after the double bent exit. The flow goes back to the water tank and circulated again.

At the test section, UVP measurements were executed from all the circumferential direction of every 10°, toward the pipe center. The ultrasonic transducer for UVP is also inclined toward the pipe direction as incident angle of 10° as shown Figure 3 in every measurement. That can allow measuring also the velocity component along the pipe direction, i.e. the main flow direction.

The effect of out-of-plane angle was also studied during the experiment. Definition of out-of-plane angle is the same as already shown in Figure 1. When the out-of-plane angle exists, the twin vortices are twisted and more complicated flow appears. The accuracy of flowrate calculation for this complicated flow was revealed using UVP measurement in this relating study.

2.3. Summary of Experimental Results

Experimental confirmation of flowrate calculation assuming all the flow direction is the same as the pipe direc-
tion was examined [5] [6]. Figure 5 depicts an example of time-averaged velocity profile for out-of-plane angle $\alpha = 0^\circ$ and circumferential angle, $\phi = 0^\circ$. Circumferential angle, $\phi$, is defined same as former study [6], which is explained in Figure 6. Horizontal axis means normalized position by the pipe radius and vertical axis means velocity at the position. Error bar indicates the standard deviation of the measurement. 2000 velocity profiles are averaged and each profile was obtained every 19 ms. Velocity profiles are oscillating, however, the flowrate calculated by the interpolation of the profiles indicates that the error of the flowrate measurement is only 3% [6]. Figures 7(a)-(d) depict summaries of normalized radial velocity profiles with out-of-plane angle, $\alpha = 16^\circ$, at $3D$ after the double elbow. Integration of these profiles provide the flowrate and it is concluded that the error of this flowrate calculation for this complicated flow is lower than 5% in many cases, as shown in Table 1. Other data for the distance from double elbow, $3D$, $4D$ and $5D$; the out-of-plane angle $\alpha = 0$ and $16^\circ$ are obtained experi-

Figure 3. Experimental apparatus of double bent pipe flow.

Figure 4. Configuration around the test section and measurement points ($2D$ - $20D$).

Figure 5. An example of velocity profile obtained by UVP at $3D$ after the double elbow, $\alpha = 16^\circ$, $\phi = 0^\circ$. 
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Figure 6. Circumferential angle $\phi$.

Figure 7. Normalized radial velocity profiles of every 10° circumferential angle, $\phi$, obtained by UVP experimentally at 3D after the double elbow, $\alpha = 16^\circ$: (a) $\phi = 0^\circ$ - $80^\circ$; (b) $\phi = 90^\circ$ - $170^\circ$; (c) $\phi = 180^\circ$ - $260^\circ$; (d) $\phi = 270^\circ$ - $350^\circ$.

Table 1. Error of the flowrate calculation from UVP results ([X]: used number of transducers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>3D</th>
<th>4D</th>
<th>5D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.08% [5]</td>
<td>1.60% [5]</td>
<td>0.86% [4]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mentally by UVP measurement. These detail profiles are all shown in [6].
3. Numerical Result

3.1. Calculation Model

The condition of the relating experimental results described above is reproduced in numerical condition for a 3-D CFD code, FLUENT.

The calculation configuration for the double bent pipe system was fabricated considering the experimental apparatus, Figure 1.

Enough long length (=20 $D$, $D$: diameter of the pipe, 50 mm) is placed before the double bent. Two 90° bents are assigned at both ends of vertical straight pipe (length: 5 $D$). Flow goes up in the straight pipe and flow is bent back to horizontal. The horizontal pipe length after the double bent has also enough length (=40 $D$). Flow behavior is obtained after the double bent at 3, 4, and 5 $D$ after the exit of double bent. The out-of-plane angle, $\alpha$, is varied among 0°, 8°, and 16° as same as the experimental setup.

Example of mesh distribution around the double bent is depicted in Figure 8.

In former study [6], typical mesh size was set as 0.8 mm, and the flow profiles were studied. In this study, typical mesh size of cross-section is set as 0.1 mm to make enough detail contour plots for understanding flow behavior, and much more fine mesh is placed at the vicinity of the wall (see Figure 8). Another mesh size along the pipe is changed from 0.5 mm to 5 mm, considering complexity of the flow inside. Mesh distribution around the double bent is shown in Figure 9. Total number of meshes is approximately 2.3 million.

The CFD code, FLUENT, is applied to calculate in this study as described above. The turbulence model used is RNG $k$-$\epsilon$ model considering convergence of each model and its calculation cost (memory and calculation time). Enhanced wall treatment is also used as a wall function. Due to fine meshes, PISO scheme is necessary as coupling scheme between velocity and pressure, and PRESTO! Scheme is used for spatial discretization of pressure, and QUICK scheme is applied for other spatial discretization.

Boundary condition of inlet is given as velocity inlet and the velocity is set to reproduce the experimental condition, Reynolds number $Re \approx 40,000$. The boundary condition of outlet is pressure outlet. Thermal analysis is not included in this study, and physical properties of the working fluid are determined as those of water at room temperature (20°C) [11].
3.2. Results of Simulation Calculations

Examples of the numerical calculation are shown Figures 10-15. Velocity vectors at the downstream of 3D from the double bent are shown in Figure 10 in the case of straight case (α = 0°).

Apparent twin vortices exist and they are almost the same size. In this straight case (α = 0°), the sizes of twin vortices are almost same each other also at other positions as 4D, 5D, etc.

Figure 11 depicts a contour of cross-sectional vorticity (vorticity calculated with only cross-sectional velocity component, without velocity component along the pipe direction) at the same condition, 3D and α = 0°. Almost the same size and intensity vortices in case α = 0° are shown in Figure 11.

When the out-of-plane angle exists (not α = 0°), the twin vortices are twisted and deformed. Figure 12 depicts velocity vectors at the downstream of 3D from the double bent and the flow is bended to right side with the out-of-plane angle, α = 8°. In the case, the twin vortices are twisted and their sizes become different. Cross-sectional vorticity reveals their size and strength more clearly. In Figure 13, the right vortex is stronger than the left one, and the left vortex becomes larger than the right one. Larger α makes this tendency more obvious. Figure 14 and Figure 15 depict velocity vectors and cross-sectional vorticity at 3D in case α = 16°. The right side vortex is clear, however, the left side one is enlarged and becomes unclear.
4. Results Comparison between Experimental and Numerical

Comparison between these numerical data and experimental data is executed to confirm the accuracy of the calculation results. The experimental data were already obtained, as already described in chapter 2.2, for the distance from double bent as $3\, D$, $4\, D$, $5\, D$ (and other distances of $12\, D$ or $20\, D$, as shown in Figure 4) and out-of-plane angle, $\alpha$, as $0^\circ$, $8^\circ$ and $16^\circ$ obtained using Ultrasonic Velocity Profiler (UVP).

Simple velocity profiles cannot be compared with UVP results because the UVP profiles have only information of velocity component along with their measurement lines. Therefore, profiles of velocity components along the measurement lines are reproduced by using numerical results. The velocity information along the lines of virtual measurement line was extracted, and the extracted data were converted to profiles of velocity component along the virtual measurement line like as UVP profile. The profiles were compared with experimental UVP data.
Figures 16(a)-(d) depict the extracted velocity profiles in the case of $\alpha = 16^\circ$ along the virtual measurement lines, which angle is determined as same as ones of the relating experiment. These profiles indicate large values near the both side of the profiles, which means the flow is faster around the pipe wall. However, numerical result shows a large peak around the center, especially in the results for circumferential angle, $\phi = 0^\circ$ - $50^\circ$ and $200^\circ$ - $350^\circ$. On the other hand, a peak around the center doesn’t apparently exist in the experimental result of Figure 7. These results show that the twin vortices were not so strong in this experimental result than in the numerical results, or numerical simulation overestimated the vorticity of the twin vortices. However, flow behavior around the pipe wall shows better agreement. Figure 17 depicts normalized velocity at the position of $r/R = 0.6$ (circle) and $r/R = -0.6$ (triangle) changing circumferential angle. Horizontal axis indicates circumferential angle, $\phi$, and vertical axis means normalized velocity. Solid marks mean experimental results and open marks mean numerical results. The data of solid and open circle roughly agree each other, and the triangle data also. Therefore, only strength of flow between the twin vortices is overestimated in numerical, and other flow behavior roughly agrees between experimental and numerical results. The total discrepancy between numerical results and experimental is summarized in Table 2. The numerical results suggest that the strength of twin vortices can be changed easily by small experimental factors, wall roughness, wall gap at the pipe connection, and so on.

5. Conclusion

Numerical analyses for double bent system which consist of twin vortices have been studied using CFD code FLUENT. Those numerical results were compared with experimental results obtained by UVP, which is a noble measurement method for obtaining instantaneous spatio-temporal velocity profiles. The flow behavior by numerical results and experimental results are compared.

![Normalized velocity profiles](image)
UVP observation is a noble method to obtain an instantaneous profile of velocity distribution, however, the UVP observation is not still enough to understand three-dimensional flow behavior. Therefore, numerical calculation of CFD was utilized to help understanding about complicated flow behavior of double bent pipe system.

The numerical results revealed the details of flow behavior in the double bent system. Behavior of twin vortices, shapes and vorticities are clarified. Out-of-plain angle makes the vortices deformed and the vorticities weaken.

Comparison between numerical and experimental results was carried out by converting numerical results into velocity component profiles like as UVP profiles. The comparison revealed that numerical results can predict the characteristic flow behavior of the double bent pipe system, especially near the pipe wall. However, discrepancy between numerical results and experimental results was also found. The discrepancy may cause minor experimental factors like wall roughness, wall gap at the pipe connection, and so on. Study about causes of this discrepancy may develop calculation method for more accurate flow prediction.
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